
5-Projects and websites5-Projects and websites5-Projects and websites5-Projects and websites

WTF !

People are lost because there are
(too) a lot of websites

Who know all the international
projects ? Oo

Allways the same are contact. But
they're too busy for making good
answers

How

Screening all officials international
websites on a webpage

Take a projects management tools
collaborative who does a clear listing

Why

Easier to join a project

Easier to contact the project coordinator

Easier to monitoring a project

For never to divide the same work

1-Coordinators and1-Coordinators and1-Coordinators and1-Coordinators and
FunctionsFunctionsFunctionsFunctions

WTF !nobody knows all officials coordinators

How

Making a listing of coordinator with their
 contact. The http://zmchapters.com
website should be a good tool for that.

Making a coordination description. The
http://zmchapters.com website should be
a good tool for that.

Why

Easier for people to contact the
right coordinator

Easier to define what is a coordinator

Easier to define what do a coordinator

4-Formation of Coordinators4-Formation of Coordinators4-Formation of Coordinators4-Formation of Coordinators

WTF !!

Some national and local
coordinators don't know what is
TZM & TVP

A lot of coordinator don't know how to
speak about the guideline to their
chapters

How

Create a recruitment process like u
could see on the french chapters

Arrange follow-up coordinators to
help as best as possible for
some days/week

Why

Better contact between coordinators

Better knowledge of TZM & TVP

Good for sharing guideline of the
mouvement

3-Re-link TZM & TVP3-Re-link TZM & TVP3-Re-link TZM & TVP3-Re-link TZM & TVP

WTF !!

Today, the principal link between
TZM & TVP is Peter.
The members can't see the link
between TZM & TVP

TVP isn't really screen on our tools

Ours medias are created from the TZM to TZM.
It's not very interesting for change the world to a
RBE.

How

Make an official report from TZM international
coordinator to TVP because Int. Coord. know
what happen in the Movement and this is their
role.

Why
No problem we known in the future

Better connection between TZM & TVP

2-"Activist Guide"2-"Activist Guide"2-"Activist Guide"2-"Activist Guide"

WTF !!

A lot of irrelevant info

Writing by Peter so Peter is
considering like a chief

There isn't a lot of information about
TZM of today

When People read it they don't
understand more TZM and/or VP

How

Define what is TZM Phylosophy CF : http://notreliberte.free.fr/phylosophy.html

Define what is TVP and his cells

Make a historic of the movement

Define Relation between TZM & TVP

Define the world today
Peter write goods things just adding
others things ?

Objective and goal
Define our objective

Define how to arrive CF : http://notreliberte.free.fr/direction.html

Define step of members

1 - People develop their knowing about
the society today, Science, TZM &
TVP
2 - When people know some of these
things, they can communicate to the others
people
3 - When they correctly know all that, they can
becoming a coordinator and/or join the TVP (TVP
local NPO, TVP international teams,...)

Why
Better knowledge about TZM

Better knowledge about TVP

French-Speaking/ darshounetFrench-Speaking/ darshounetFrench-Speaking/ darshounetFrench-Speaking/ darshounet
ProposalsProposalsProposalsProposals


